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Abstract: As it is said- “Life is like a battle; one has to survive it happily in any situations.” This poem is based on this particular simple theme. In this battle man always think that he/she is all alone but this is not so. In each stage of man’s life there is someone who is stood by him/her. In the first stanza, it is shown that in the first stage of one’s life there are friends with whom he/she learns to walk and learns to dream. In the second stanza, it shown that in the second stage of one’s life there is loved one who is always there as a positive strength in any situation. In the third stanza, it is shown that the situation is more tuff. One has fear that he/she will be spoiled by mind or heart like others. Man himself is a mighty one. Faith, courage, honesty, positive attitudes are the ornaments of man which make him/her pure by heart. If one understands this reality than there is always happiness around man. We are surrounded by colours of happiness. They are within us. They are within our soul!

“COLOURS OF HAPPINESS”

I was born in the battle field,
Shadow world! Shallow animals!

Stand all alone
where are the colours of happiness?

That’s no so far my friend.
Let’s walk together.
Let’s dream together.

I am on the battle field
Shadow world! Shallow animals!

Stand all alone
where are the colours of happiness?

That’s not so far my loved one.
Let’s find the way together.
Let’s fulfill dream together.
Let’s laugh together.

I’m the soldier of the battle field
I’m the shadow! I’m the shallow!
    Stand all alone,
    fight all alone,
where are the colours of happiness?
    That’s not so far!
    O! Mighty heart.
You are the courage,
    you are the faith,
you are the shield of your soul,
    you are the maker of “pure soul”;
You are the “colour of happiness.”